
































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

MONDAY 20 MAY 2002

Members present:

Mr Edward Leigh, in the Chair

Mr Richard Bacon Mr George Osborne
Geraint Davies Mr David Rendel
Mr Barry Gardiner Mr Gerry Steinberg
Mr George Howarth Jon Trickett
Mr Brian Jenkins

Sir John Bourn KCB, Comptroller and Auditor General, further examined.

Mr Brian Glicksman, Treasury OYcer of Accounts, HM Treasury, further examined.

REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL:

APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS 2000–01
Volume 16: Class XVI Department of the Chancellor of the Exchequer (HC 3355-XVI)

Audit of the Inland Revenue under section 2 of the Exchequer and Audit Departments Act 1921,
Part 3 Tax credits

Correspondence to the Chairman of the Committee and a memorandum submitted by Sir Nicholas Montagu
KCB, Chairman, Inland Revenue

When I appeared before the Public Accounts Committee last year for a Hearing on the departmental
accounts for 1999–2000, we spoke briefly about our plans for administering the payment of tax credits via
employers—which only came into force in April 2000.

Since I am due to appear before you again on 20 May to answer questions on our accounts for 2000–01,
I thought you and the Committee might find it helpful to have a note from me on developments in this area ,
since that earlier hearing and also since the Comptroller and Auditor General’s report on the 2000–01
accounts was published on 13 February 2002. I attach this, and should of course be happy to supply any
further information which you or yourMembers would like to have in advance of the 20MayHearing. I look
forward (if that is the mot juste) to seeing you then.I am copying this letter and the note to the Comptroller
and Auditor General.

National Audit OYce (NAO) Report on Inland Revenue Accounts—tax credits

1. This note explains why we have made less progress than we had hoped in providing the Comptroller
and Auditor-General (C&AG) with the level of assurance he expected on the value of tax credit payments
made by employers (PVE) during 2000–01. One way for us to gain assurance that employers have only paid
out to their employees the level of tax credit that we authorised is to reconcile the payments they declare they
paid with our internal records of payments authorised. We hoped to be able to make this comparison for
2000–01, but it has turned out to be less straightforward than we thought. We have nevertheless found no
evidence to suggest that the mismatches between records arise from anything other than genuine error. We
have discussed these issues with the NAO and agreed to work together to improve the level of assurance in
this area for 2001–02. I will be happy to report back to the Committee on progress.

2. I should also mention a factual error in the C&AG’s report which we should have picked up before
publication. The figure of 230 employers visited in paragraph 3.26 should be 199: we have already told the
NAO about this.

Background to Payments via the Employer

3. Employers get instructions to pay tax credits to their employees at a daily rate; but they only have to
make the payments at the same frequency and to cover the same period as their pay their wages. For example,
if an employer who paid monthly in arrears on the last day of the month were told to pay £10 per day for 201

weeks starting on 15 March 2001, the first actual payment would be on 31 March; and the amount of tax
credit included in the pay packet would be £170 (£10 # 17 days). The next month they would pay £300 on

1 An award normally lasts 26 weeks and where an employer pays monthly we will pay direct for the first six weeks to ensure that
they have time to set up their systems to make the payments.
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30 April, inMay they would pay £310 on 31st and so on every month thereafter. Employers tell us howmuch
they pay out in tax credits to all their staV once a year when they submit their annual return of PAYE and
NICs (the “P35”). In the example, the employer’s P35 for the tax year 2000–01 would show that they had
paid over £170 in tax credits in that tax year.

4. We received about 1.2 million P35s from employers for the tax year 2000–01 (of whom some 226,000
employers had been authorised to pay tax credits to their employees), and approximately 54 million
associated individual returns (P14s) for their employees2. We process the majority of the returns by around
the October/November following the end of the tax, so, we cannot include the actual figures from P35 returns
in our accounts. The C&AG accept in the report both our consequent need to estimate the figures in our
accounts and the method used to do so.

Monitoring Employer Performance

5. Although employers have to report the amounts paid out only once a year, we have other ways of
monitoring their performance during the tax year. Every individual whose tax credit will be paid through their
wage packet is told when their credit is awarded the daily rate their employer is required to pay and when the
payments will start. So they can see at once if they get less than they should. Our staV in the Tax Credit OYce
always act promptly to deal with anyone reporting diYculty/delay in getting their payments, and we will step
in to take over payment if an employer cannot or will not meet their responsibilities.

6. We also monitor employer performance in-year through the visits our employer compliance oYcers
make to employers. The Tax Credit OYce ask the compliance teams to visit a small number of employers,
but we select manymore for visits by using our national and local risk analysis—and responsibility for paying
tax credits is one of the elements pointing towards the need for a visit. Where they visit an employer who pays
tax credits, our employer compliance oYcers will check at least one employee’s tax credit payments, and we
keep a record of employers who made mistakes. We checked tax credit payments by an estimated 6,800 of
the employers we visited in 2000–01, and found only 18 (0.26 per cent) where wrong payment resulted in our
recovering any money.

7. After the end of the tax year, P35s can provide a cross-check against our records although this will
always be fairly rough-and-ready. The example used at paragraph 3 may help again to explain this problem.
The employer had to pay £10 per day from 15 March 2001, so that we would expect the tax credit paid over
in the first year to be £220 (£10 per day until the end of the tax year on 5April 2001). But the employer (because
of paying monthly in arrears) only paid over the tax credits up to and including 31st March in that tax year
and so only recorded £170 of payments on the P35. Because the £50 of tax credit to cover 1 to 5 April was
included in the wage packet on 30 April, it would be recorded in the P35 for the following tax year. So
comparing the entry on the first year’s P35 could make it look as if the employer had underpaid in the first
year. The next year it would look as if they had overpaid £50 when wemade a similar comparison. This shows
the diYculty of linking payments authorised for payment by an employer in any given tax year with the tax
credits shown as paid on the P35.

8. Some employers do not collect enough tax and NICs from their employees to cover the tax credit
payments we ask them to make. Throughout the year we provide funding to help them cover the credits due.
When we process their returns we check them against the amount of funding we know we provided, so as to
ensure that they took the funding payments fully into account.

Checking 2000–01 P35s

9. We checked all P35s for employers to whomwe had provided funding to cover their tax credit payments
as they came in. This did not reveal any significant problems.

10. Between October and December 2001 we also carried out a series of computer “runs” which compared
the tax credit payments we recorded as authorised for payment by each employer with the value of tax credits
they recorded on their P35 return. These produced a list of employers whose tax credit payments appeared
to exceed their authorisations. We wanted to identify employers whose records should be examined by a
compliance team to determine the cause of the discrepancy and to satisfy us that there was no fraud involved.
We initially set tolerances to exclude the year end variances explained in paragraph 7, but the final run in
December excluded all tolerances to give us a list of all those who appeared to have “overpaid” tax credits
in 2000–01.

11. The list was far longer than we had expected, but we could not provide an explanation in time for the
C&AGs report on our 2000–01 accounts. Since then our internal auditors and operational people have been
working on the list, and we now have a clearer view of what has caused the problems. Of the 1.2 million P35s
received around 27,000 showed an amount of tax credits paid out by the employer higher than our records

2 The number is so large because many employees have more than one employment in a single year.
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led us to expect. The value of these discrepancies varied significantly, but the top 90 cases (those with a
discrepancy in excess of £100,000) accounted for £38 million (over 50 per cent of the estimated total value of
the discrepancies).

12. We looked at 50 of the cases, the 25 with the biggest discrepancies and 25 taken from those where the
discrepancy ranged in value from 1p to £100,000, to try to see why so many mismatches were occurring. The
results of this work show that in the majority of these cases the discrepancy has risen because of error either
within the Inland Revenue or by the employer when completing the form. From our sample it seems that the
causes of the discrepancies include:

— A mismatch between the employer reference held in our systems and the employer reference under
which the employer is making payments. We believe that (although there are a small number of
examples of changes during the year that rightly change the reference since the award was made)
much of this was caused by our Tax Credit OYce making mistakes in assigning the employer
reference to the case when they processed the application for tax credits from the employee.

— Errors in the information on the P35 resulting from mistakes made either when we processed them
or when employers completed them.

13. Many problems with the employer references arise because the individual applying for tax credits does
not know their employer’s reference. The staV at our Tax Credit OYce have clear targets to process claims
quickly to ensure that people get their credit paid as soon as possible. Where, for example, an applicant
describes their employer as Smiths, Newsagent, High Street, Anytown, it can be diYcult for us to diVerentiate
between a sole trader running their own business and a local branch of a national concern. Similarly, many
companies run several PAYE schemes and they may allocate employees to a particular scheme by location
eg Midlands or NW England or by frequency of payment eg Weekly/Monthly Paid—so deciding which
scheme to assign the payments to can be very diYcult. Our performance in this area is improving and we have
taken action to raise staV awareness of the importance of getting this right.

14. We have also found evidence of keying errors made when processing the P35: given the scale of our
operations, it is inevitable that some of these will occur, but we aim to keep them to a minimum. And
employers make all kinds of mistakes. We have seen several cases of their seeing the relevant “box on the
form” as some sort of balancing item they need to complete even when they have no tax credits to pay. We
have improved our guidance for the 2001–02 P35s which went out early in 2002 and have asked our Business
Support and Employer Compliance teams to remind employers of the right way to complete the box when
making their normal visits. We have also issued guidance to our people processing the forms to try and pick
up some of the more obvious errors before we input the information. In addition I have asked my Head of
Internal Audit to consider whether in the light of these results we should take a look at the information
provided on P35s to see what risks are associated with the level of errors we and employers make.

15. Although we are working to improve the position, we know that there will still be problems with the
forms received for 2001–02; so we are also considering:

— taking a sample of individual tax credit cases to track them from the original application to an entry
on the employers’ returns and vice versa; and

— running a series of comparisons through the year (as P35s come in) of tax credit entries with our
records. This should allow us to identify some problems as soon as the P35s are processed and so
make it easier to correct errors.

16. We believe both these steps will help us both to identify genuine “process” errors and problems which
we can take steps to correct and to provide an assurance about how well the system is running and the level
of employer compliance with their statutory obligations. We have already started to discuss with the NAO
how best to approach this work.

17. As part of our continuing employer compliance work, we expect to carry out 32,500 visits during
2002–03. Although not all will be on employers paying tax credits, we should at least have an equivalent level
of coverage to that in 2000–01.

18. We had to learn a great deal in a very short time during and from the first year of operating PVE—a
major change by any standards—and there have been inevitable teething problems. While we have made less
progress with some of our processes than we had originally hoped, my Internal Audit and operational people
have to date found no evidence of anything other than genuine error. I am confident that the work we plan
to undertake over the next few months will help to reduce further problems and will put us on a sounder
footing, and I will report back to the Committee on our progress later in the year.

Sir Nicholas Montagu KCB
Chairman
Inland Revenue

2 May 2002
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Examination of Witnesses

Sir Nicholas Montagu KCB, Chairman, Mr David Hartnett, Director General (Policy and Technical)
and Mr Stephen Banyard, Director (Local Services), Inland Revenue, examined.

credit payments. The sum of the individualChairman
documents is actually more the P14s, which are the

1. Order, order. Welcome to the Committee of individual end of year documents for each employee
Public Accounts and welcome once again Sir which accompany this.
Nicholas. It is always a delight to have you with us.

5. Is it right that you have diYculty in tying up(Sir NicholasMontagu) It is always our pleasure to
P35s with what the Revenue have authorised? Is thatbe here.
the problem?

2. Today we are examining the Comptroller and (Sir Nicholas Montagu) A direct tie-up; yes.
Auditor General’s report attached to the Inland

6. You claim this is not a real problem. You canRevenue’s Appropriation Accounts for 2000–01.
live with this.You have been kind enough to send us a
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) We can live with itsupplementary note. Thank you very much. Would

provided that we keep a tight control on ways inyou please introduce your colleagues?
which we do check up on authorisation and provided(Sir Nicholas Montagu) To my left is Dave
that we can work with the Comptroller and AuditorHartnett, who is amember ofmyBoard andDirector
General so as still to have a system which gives usGeneral (Policy and Technical). On my right is
what Sir John regards as a sound estimate. There areStephen Banyard, who is Director of Local Services.
certain circumstances in which we would always be

3. You have been kind enough to give us this able to check directly, as for example where we put
supplementary note and you have told us that you the employer in funds in order to enable him to pay
have had to learn a lot in a very short time and you out tax credits.
have been very honest with us in saying that perhaps

7. You say you are quite relaxed about it, but doesyou have not made as much progress as you might
this really tie in with the assurances you were givinghave hoped for and perhaps my first question can
to the Committee or are you denying that you didrefer to that. If you turn to page R16, paragraph 3.28
assure the Committee that you could reconcile theseand read that you will see that “... when end of year
two factors?returns are analysed the Department will be unable
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I think what I am saying isto reconcile payments made by employers to those

that I am not relaxed about it, but given what isauthorised“. When you answer this question you
essentially an issue of periodicity, in other words themight just fill members in a bit on what this actually
way in which tax credits are administered accordingmeans. I had this explained to me kindly by the
to legislation and the way in which the end of yearComptroller and Auditor General but that clearly is
documentation works, there is an intrinsic diYcultya bit of a problem. As well as explaining this to me,
in getting that straight tie-up. What I am not relaxedcan you also tell me why you have tolerated such a
about at all, as I said in my letter to you, is the statemajor weakness in your systems and when the
of the checks that we made on levels of error. Oursituation will be resolved?
checks after the National Audit OYce report and Sir(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I am not sure that the
John’s conclusions did not reveal any serioussituation will as such be resolved, nor is it a weakness
systemic problem.in our systems. The point is this. The structure of the

tax credit system is such that we authorise employers 8.We can always come back to that later if we need
to pay tax credits at a daily rate from a certain date. to. Could you look at paragraph 3.27? It says there
Depending on whether employers pay salaries that you do not have detailed data about compliance
weekly ormonthly, on that also will dependwhen the visits to employers, which I find somewhat
first payment occurs. What this means eVectively is surprising. Perhaps you could explain that. You
that payments which were authorised for a particular cannot therefore estimate the extent of errors in tax
tax year may actually be paid with salaries in the credits made by employers. How can you satisfy
following year. If that happens, then that payment yourself therefore about the accuracy of tax credits
will appear on the employer’s return, which we call in general?
the P35, for the following year. So a direct year on (Sir Nicholas Montagu) When we visit employers,year reconciliation is not possible. What we have if we find something wrong, then there are 74been trying to do is to arrive at a system, working diVerent possible errors against which we will recordwith the National Audit OYce, which gives us a what is wrong. I think I am right in saying thatsound basis for an estimate and the Comptroller and incorrectly paid tax credits would be one of those.Auditor General has said in his report that he is (Mr Banyard) Indeed.satisfied that this gives us a satisfactory way of

(Sir Nicholas Montagu) What Sir John wasreconciling and of estimating.
concerned about was more the detailed routine

4. Could you explain for the benefit of members reporting of employer compliance visits. In line with
the diVerence between P11 and P35? the National Audit OYce recommendations we have

expanded our manual records so that we can enable(Sir Nicholas Montagu) The P11 is an individual
tax document relating to an individual employee. more detailed analysis in the year and at the year end;

and we shall now analyse annually details from allThe P35 is the schedule that the employer submits to
us at the end of the year listing all the employees with reviews so that we get a better feeling for trends and

for behaviours. Of course the fact that an employerthe tax and national insurance deducted, and also tax
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is paying tax credits is itself one of the indicators security benefits? Sir John and his team have full

oversight of the Department for Work and Pensionswhich our compliance teams would use in deciding to
make a visit. Also, in the case of the 6,800 employer in their work, but because of the way theMinister has

replied tomy predecessor, there is a lacuna in the waycompliance visits made to employers who paid tax
credits, payments in excess of what should have been that Parliament can see tax credits.
made were found only in 18 cases. What I am saying (Sir Nicholas Montagu) I am not sure I would
is that I take, as I think Sir John takes, some comfort actually agree with that.
from what we have found. I absolutely accept his

13. I did not think you would.recommendation that we need more in the way of
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) It was a complex question.routine data and we are moving to give eVect to his

You asked whether I would accept that tax creditsrecommendation.
are social security benefits. The answer has to be no.

9. Do I understand your answer correctly? Are you If you listen to the Chancellor’s dicta on the subject,
saying that despite the deficiencies in the information it is true that the working families’ tax credit replaced
you are getting from these visits you can still measure family credit, but what Mr Brown is saying is that
whether you are targeting your compliance teams to this is something very diVerent, this is part of a
the best eVect? That is what you are saying to us, is it? system linked closely to the tax system and linked to
(Sir NicholasMontagu) What I am saying to you is work to further his employment incentives again. I

this. Where something is wrong on a visit, we record think I must qualify your assumption on that. So far
it already; that includes tax credit payments. That, as the assurances are concerned, I would hope to be
along with a whole raft of other things, will give us a able to satisfy you that we either have or are going to
feel for whether we are targeting the right employers. have the necessary arrangements in place. If I might

make one further point—and forgive a long answer,10. I am still rather worried about this. Have you
but I think it is very important for context—theseen a letter which was written by Dawn Primarolo
transferred responsibility for tax credits to the Inlandto my predecessor, David Davis, dated 23 July 1999?
Revenue is probably the biggest change ever to hit us.(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I am sorry, if I have seen
We have, I think rightly, devoted our attention toit, I certainly do not have it with me.
making sure that the credits reach the people at

11. We will let you have a look at that letter. whom they are aimed. At the same time we have been
Basically what my predecessor was asking for was seeking to refine our compliance regime, and this
direct access on behalf of the National Audit OYce. includes applying the kind of risk analysis that the
What the Minister was saying was, “I would have Department for Work and Pensions—then the
thought it reasonable for you to audit tax credit Department for Social Security—did not. I hope that
arrangements by looking at the Inland Revenue’s I can satisfy the Committee that the Inland Revenue
records. If this causes you major diYculty in practice is taking extremely seriously its duty to ensure
we can clearly reconsider, but I am certainly not at compliance, alongside its duty to ensure maximum
present disposed to impose further burdens on take-up by people entitled to the credit.
employers”. I hope I am not taking the National

14. You are certainly forgiven for a long answer.Audit OYce in vain, but in view of what I have been
This is a very important area. Tax credits are goingasking you, they might well be worried that you are
to become more and more important: child benefit isnot entirely living up to the assurances you made to
going to become a tax credit also. So that is why youthe Committee and that we may ask you to look at
will forgive me for taking an interest in this wholethis again and give the National Audit OYce direct
area.access.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Of course. May I just say(SirNicholasMontagu) Of course if theCommittee

that as new tax credits come in an awful lot of whatasks me to do that I shall be happy to do it. If I may
Sir John covers in his report here will becomesay so, the position that the Minister set out is still
automatic, things like risk analysis. They will be builtrelevant. It remains a major concern of the
into the new tax credit system, which is something ofGovernment and the Inland Revenue to keep
the order of five times the size of the system requiredburdens on employers, particularly small employers,
for self-assessment. It is a very, very big project.to a minimum. I am afraid that it is true that such

employers would regard any additional government 15. Please turn now to page 20 and look at Figurevisitors—and I fear they would not be suYciently 9. You will see that you still failed to meet yoursophisticated to distinguish the majesty of the targets for clearing records despite devotingNational Audit OYce from the mundane of the additional resources and that you have been trying toInland Revenue—as a burden. What I should like to reduce the number of tax cases requiring clericaldo, in the light of what I have said about accepting intervention. Would you like to comment on that. IsSir John’s recommendation and in the light of what that a problem?Sir John has said about accepting the basis of our (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes. It is a problem in theestimate, is to talk further with him about how best sense that I cannot report to the Committee theto provide the Comptroller and Auditor General progress which I hoped to when I appeared beforewith the assurance that he requires but without you previously. The news is not all bad and it isimposing a further burden on small employers. certainly mitigable. We cleared more open cases—
the Committee will be familiar with that term of12. We are very concerned about burdens on small

businesses but our primary duty is to insist that art—last year than in the previous year. We still do
have a very large number outstanding for a variety ofParliament has proper oversight of what is a very

important area. Am I right in saying, to sum this up, reasons. We gave priority last year, and I think
rightly, to meeting what I might call day to daythat tax credits are another way of delivering social
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customer service targets, and we did so despite some Mr Rendel
of these—for example the time for post

19. I should like to start on income tax self-turnaround—being more stringent than in the
assessment which is probably the most importantprevious year. At the same time we were undergoing
part of the collection of income tax nowadays as farmajor structural change in Stephen’s part of the
as you are concerned; although not as big as whatorganisation, moving from 500-plus local oYces to
you get through PAYE, undoubtedly more complex.65-plus areas. I think I may say that it is a great
We had a meeting about this on 22 October at whichtribute to Stephen and his people that they achieved
there was a lot of confusion about how the penaltiesthat level of customer service. What it did mean was
work. But as a result of one of your notes since then,that we still have more open cases at the moment
we have now clarified that. Have all those who failedthan I had hoped. We have set up machinery
to get their forms in on time at the end of January thisspecifically to tackle this and we really do want to get
year now been sent their penalty notices?through it.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, they should have

16. Lastly I want to refer you to page R19, been.
paragraph 4.5. At the bottom of that paragraph you
will see, “On the basis of the responses received to 20. Is that regardless of circumstances altogether?
date the Department estimate that underpaid tax They have all been sent notices.
totals £2 million and overpaid tax £15.1 million”. (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes; indeed. Equally, this
Obviously this Committee has taken an interest in year for the first time, we have flagged up very
this subject in the past. You have sent out letters to specifically, if you think you should not have got this
your clients seeking their advice. What I should like penalty notice or you don’t know why you have, give
to know is how many individuals actually responded your local tax oYce a ring.
to the letters you sent out?

21. Towards the end of last month, I received a(Sir Nicholas Montagu) From recollection,
letter from the tax oYce following the sending oV ofsomething of the order of 160,000.
my tax return which I sent oV just before the due date

17. Can you break it down at all between by First Class post. At the end of April I got a letter
underpayments and overpayments or in any other from your group in CardiV which was a late tax
way? return penalty notice. It says, “Notice of
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, I can indeed. We Determination of Penalty for Late Tax Return for

received 160,000 responses and we have made the Tax Year ended 5 April 2001”. You quite rightly
over 14,000 repayments and calculated 1,600 said at the last meeting that of course you could not
underpayments. rely on the post and if the post was late it was your

fault. So I was not entirely surprised to received this
18. Do you think you are treating the public notice, except for one reason. The notice says, “I did

entirely fairly in this matter? Your systems do seem not receive your tax return by the due date so you are
to be deficient in some respects. You are having to liable to a penalty. Under section 8 or 8(a), as
write to them again, some respond, some do not extended by section 12 of the TaxesManagementAct
respond, indeed why should they have to respond? 1970 you were required to send in a tax return for the
Should you not try to get things right in the first tax year ended 5 April 2001 but I did not receive it by
place? the due date. As a result the penalty imposed on you
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) It is not always a question under section 93 (2) of the Taxes Management Act

of us getting it right in the first place. The important 1970 is £0.00”, which did sound like a big penalty and
point to make here is that open cases are entirely I looked over to see how I should pay this. It says,
normal. We have a load every year and they arise “The penalty is due for payment 30 days after the
either when the correct amount of tax has not been date of this notice”. I am happy to say I still have six
paid or where we cannot tell whether it has, for days to pay you £0.00; thank you very much for that.
example because the employer has used the wrong (Sir Nicholas Montagu) You have certainly done
national insurance number. We try to correct so successfully so far.
matters, we try to track down the employees, but
there is always a limit to what we can do. The 22. You do warn me that if I pay late, interest is
particular problem which I discussed with the charged on this amount. I am wondering when and
Committee previously arose for reasons with which if you are going to send me a reminder because I am
you are familiar in 1997–98, and that has a knock-on refusing to pay this penalty and I am expecting that
eVect. It is not fair to say that the number of open I will get a reminder shortly to tell me that I must pay
cases reflects deficiencies in our records. The other the penalty of £0.00 and if not you are probably
point I should make is this. In 85 per cent of the going to take me to court.
responses we had, the tax paid was actually right. (Sir Nicholas Montagu) I think the way you are
Most of these open cases have not paid too much or going you will probably get a knock on the door at
too little. It was simply that, for the kinds of reasons dawn from the heavy mob working for the special
I mentioned, we had no way of knowing. The other compliance oYce.
point I should make is that these are not closed cases;
they remain open. If we get other information, 23. This is what I am worried about. I wonder not

only whether I am going to get a knock on the doorthrough employers, through the individuals or
whatever, which enables us to get the record straight, from the heavy mob, but how many other people are

also going to get a knock on the door.we do so.
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(Sir Nicholas Montagu) To go back to the point 28. Maybe I do, but I would suggest that it might

be sensible to have a simple line in your computerabout penalties, I have to ask you this: are you quite
happy for me to discuss your tax aVairs with you in programme which says, “If the penalty is £0.00 don’t

be so silly as to send out a form claiming it”. It justthis Committee?
needs one line in the computer programme.24. I am perfectly happy and I am sure what you
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) The penalty notices wentwant to reveal is the reason why I have a penalty of

out later than usual this year, which may be why you£0.00 which I am happy to say is because I overpaid
noticed that time lag. The plain fact is we did not getmy tax, rather than underpaid.
your tax return on time. We should like you to be a(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Exactly. As I said to the compliant taxpayer next year and let us have it onCommittee on previous occasions, the normal time. Whether you had to pay this year or not is inpenalty is £100, but the maximum penalty is the that sense neither here not there.amount actually due to us. If somebody has overpaid

or has given us a payment on account which 29. If you are seriously using that as an excuse,may
extinguished the liability or has a liability of less than I suggest it would be a lot better if you were to send
£100, that would be reflected in the penalty. What out a notice saying “Although you were actually an
you have is a computer generated notice. overpayer and therefore there is no penalty due,

please note that your form did not actually reach us25. I am sure it is computer generated; I am sure
until after the due date”. It must be very simple to dothey are all computer generated.
a letter of that sort.(Sir Nicholas Montagu) No doubt when we extend
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I have to say that youthe customised portal, whose virtues I was extolling

delude yourself if you think that anything of thatto you last time, it will say, “Thanks, Mr Rendel,
kind is simple when you are dealing with a systemyou’re a whizz taxpayer: be as good next year”, but
which has to cope with nine million taxpayers. I amwe ain’t there quite yet.
sure that were I here in five years’ time, which I shall

26. Not only are you not quite there yet, but you not be, answering questions from you, who may or
are apparently sending out payment notices for may not be here, we would be having a very diVerent
£0.00. I do not know how many people you are sort of conversation because we will be talking about
sending them to, but I do wonder if you know how much more individualised portals of the sort that we
many people you are sending them to. talked about last time. At the moment we are talking
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) No, I do not. What we are about systemswhich are in the factual rather than the

doing is sending out something to tell people like you evaluative sense gross. We deal with nine million
that we got your tax return late. You are okay. Other people from whom we expect self-assessment returns
people are not. You say you had overpaid. Maybe on time.
you will not have overpaid next year. What we are

30. I have to say to you that I have writtentrying to do is to encourage you to think about it and
computer programmesmyself in the past and towritemaybe, bearing inmindConsignia’s performance, on
a line in there which says, “If penalty equals zero thenwhich it is of course not for me to comment, to get
do this other form of letter”, is really a very simpleyour cheque in the post to us on 24 January next year.
computer programme change to make. I really

27. It is interesting though that you do not know cannot believe that it is going to take your computer
how many of these penalty notices have been sent people that much eVort to put in a line of that sort.
out. It does seem to me that the Inland Revenue is (Sir NicholasMontagu) I should be very happy for
wasting a considerable amount ofmoney sending out you to come up to Telford and show my computer
notices to people and charging them £0.00 and in people how to do it. Dead seriously. The computer
particular, if I do not pay it, I am wondering whether environment for self-assessment, the so-called CESA
you are going to send me a reminder, because if you system, is pretty inflexible. Ever since I arrived at the
do send me a reminder that is going to cost twice as Revenue, I have been making a nuisance of myself
much. The refund payment came to me two months about much more customised statements of account
earlier. You sent me the money towards the end of and it is extraordinarily diYcult to change the
February which I claimed on my form. You must system.We keep on trying andwe shall get better, but
have had the form within a day or two of the due for the moment I would urge you to pay us on time
date, it having been delayed in the post. You sent me rather than hold out hope for a customised letter
the refund almost straight away and yet continued to next year.
charge me a penalty of £0.00 two months later. That

31. I paid you not only on time, I paid you early,seems to me a considerable waste of your money and
may I remind you.I am surprised you do not know how many people
(Sir NicholasMontagu) Let us have your return onare sent this. May I suggest that if you do not know

time. I am delighted you paid us on time. Keep thator your department does not, then you ought to look
up.into this because frankly I think you are wasting an

awful lot of money on this, and it is no doubt of some 32. I paid you too much.
concern to some of the people. I was able to (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Keep that up too please.
understand what had happened pretty well
immediately, but maybe some people would be 33. I have another case which is slightly more
concerned to receive a penalty notice like this and worrying, which is one of my constituents, who last
think they are genuinely due to pay something even year was told that, as a result of having retired and
if it says £0.00. no longer having the form of income that he had

before, a tax form would no longer be needed. He(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I think you underestimate
the intelligence of your fellow taxpayers. was nevertheless sent a tax form last year and then he
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was sent a second tax form as a reminder after 5April 37. What you are saying is that this is the whole

1.04 million which amounts to a total of overpaid2002.When he phoned the helpline to say that in fact
he had been told he would not need a tax form this tax.
year and why was he being asked to fill it in, he was (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, that is the projection
told the simplest way to get over the problem would from it.
be to fill it in, even though he had been previously 38. How much of that have you actually receivedtold he did not need to, and send it in. So he did fill in total? You said you have 160,000 responses out ofit in and send it in, as a result of which he is now being 1.04 million.charged a penalty for not having sent it in on time. (Sir Nicholas Montagu) We have repaid £1.54He was not actually owing any tax, so he does not million to 14,000 people.have to pay any tax, but he is nevertheless being

39. So what you are now saying is that of the othercharged a penalty for having done what he was told
900,000 people or so for whom you have no records,to do in order to try to overcome this blip in the
you think that they are owed another £13.5 million.systemwhere he had been sent a formwhen he should
Your current estimate is that they are owed anothernot have been.
£13.5 million.(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Did you say he was being
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, it looks as though thecharged a penalty?

overpayments are in that region.
34. Yes, he is being charged a penalty for late

40. Are you making any further eVorts to makepayment.
sure that these people receive their money?(Sir Nicholas Montagu) No, he will not have been
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) No.charged a penalty. You said he had no tax to pay. It

follows from what I said to you a few minutes ago 41. So there are 900,000 people out there who are
that if his tax liability is nil, his penalty is nil. In the owed £13.5 million and at present do not know it.
case you mention, I can only apologise to your (Sir Nicholas Montagu) No. Again, I emphasise
constituent. We do get this wrong from time to time. that it looks as though 85 per cent of the people we
What we have done this year is to analyse the most contacted and who contacted us back had paid the
frequent causes of error on our part. We are trying to right amount of tax. Take in that case, if you will,
clean up our database maintenance.We know that in your 1.04 million, let us call it one million because
some cases, when people have told us they do not your head for figures is better than mine, in that case
need to complete a return and we have confirmed what we are talking about is 850,000 people who paid
that they do not need to, we have not kept our the right amount of tax. If you are saying that among
records straight or something has gone wrong and the remainder it looks as though there are still
they get it. I apologise. That is absolutely a fair overpayments, yes, we have contacted them, we have
cop, guv. made every reasonable eVort to contact them;

relatively few—160,000—have responded. As I think35. He has been charged a penalty at present of
I said at a previous hearing, we have to judge the£100; presumably because nobody has yet calculated
point at which there are diminishing returns and athow much tax he owes. He has sent in his form but
which our people and ourmoney are better employedcurrently he is being charged a penalty of £100.
getting on with day-to-day customer service.(Sir Nicholas Montagu) If he gets in touch with his

local oYce, they should be able to sort it. If not,
please write to me and I will.

Geraint Davies
36. May I come back now to something the 42. Would you accept that in constructing a taxChairman was asking about on page R19 of the system there is a need to balance simplicity andreport? He was talking to you about the fairness and what in essence the Chancellor is doingoverpayments and underpayments which are being through a system of working families’ tax credits andclaimed for the year where some of the data is other tax credits is trying to introduce a reasonablymissing. A lotmore has been claimed in overpaid tax, complex system to deliver social justice? That is very£15.1million, than £2million, which has been oVered straightforward. That is true, is it not?up in underpaid tax, in spite of the fact that a little

(Sir NicholasMontagu) That certainly is the way inhigher up that paragraph 4.5, it talks about the 1.04
which the Chancellor presents his policies.million records with no pay or tax details would have

been cleared automatically had the information been 43. Well said.
available. In other words, these are all ones which (Sir Nicholas Montagu) When you are as old as I
you expected to have been correct payments of tax. am, you get cautious.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) May I correct you? What 44. I notice that you are not in fact that old and youSir John is saying in paragraph 4.5 is that on the basis should be with us in four years’ time unless you retireof the responses received the underpaid tax totals £2 at the early age of around 60.million and overpaid tax £15.1 million. These are not (Sir Nicholas Montagu) I am afraid the Civilactual payments which have been made. What these Service has these repressive policies. It has not hearddo, I think quite interestingly, is to qualify the earlier of the third age.figures which we agreed with the Comptroller and

Auditor General on the basis of our estimates then 45. Well, we hope to see your portal again. Given
that this is a complex system and it is evolving quiteand our internal audit survey. Overpaid tax looked

like being £22million.What the actual analysis of the quickly into new consolidated tax credit systems,
child tax credit, working tax credit, etcetera, againstreplies suggests is that it is smaller and that underpaid

tax is also much smaller in toto. that your statement this afternoon toMrRendel that
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the computer system is pretty inflexible, is that not 51.My suggestion is that they go in with you. They
something for us to worry about? Does not are the normal squaddies next to the SAS and they
inflexibility at a time when we are having continuous just look at a particular area.
change imply problems both for take-up, accuracy (Sir Nicholas Montagu) If you asked the SAS
and fairness. whether they would like to have a few squaddies with
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) No, we are talking two them on their next expedition, you might get the

diVerent worlds, quite honestly. Self-assessment same answer I am respectfully giving Sir John.
came in five years ago. You know better than I just Chairman: I think it is lèse majesté to accuse Sir
what advances have been made in technology since John of being a squaddy.
then, and youmentioned the portal a moment ago. It (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Sir John is a Field
is certainly true that the computerised environment Marshal, but he has the odd squaddy working for
for self-assessment is inflexible. What we are aiming him.
to do is to design the massive computer systemwhich
wewill require for new tax credits to be as flexible and 52. I withdraw that analogy: active partner. You
as user-friendly to every one operating it as possible. mentioned a moment ago that when you do
Dave, here, is the programme sponsor at board level compliance tests, the tax credit issue is one of 74
for tax credits and if you would like more detail, I possible errors by employers. That illustrates that
know he can supply that for you. there is a lot of stress and strain on employers, but

also, if you are saying this is just one area, this is quite46. What I am really getting at is that you know
a large area because there is a variety of diVerent taxthis Committee has had a number of reports on the
credits available and it is quite a significant area fromnational insurance system and the diYculties of
the point of view of an employer. What I am talkingimplementing new computer systems. What we are
about is the NAO accompanying one of yourtalking about this afternoon is the problem of
compliance people looking at 74 possible error areastransferring information to an income tax system
and focusing in on the tax credit issue as particularlyand national insurance system at a time that the
significant. Why can they not do that? It seems quiteChancellor is quickly changing the tax law for
reasonable in a certain number of cases?understandable reasons.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I am very happy to talk(Sir Nicholas Montagu) If I may say so, I do not

with Sir John about the best way of giving thethink that is wholly right. What we are talking about
National Audit OYce the assurance which they arein the context of the so-called open cases is a

hangover froma specific problem in one specific year, seeking. My worry is that with the best will in the
1997-98, in the transmission of data from the world, an extra party in on the act would increase
national insurance recording system to the system— what employers see as a burden.

47. That is all sorted out now, is it? 53. I know that, but there is a cost and benefit.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) That is completely sorted. What we want is the assurance that these systems are

We are talking about a completely distinct system for in fact working. We are not looking to have access to
new tax credits. all employers, but to do a certain amount of sampling

alongside your people.48. Just because there was a problem in the past it
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I am happy to talk to Siris obviously logic that there is no particular reason

John.why there should be one in the future.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Exactly; yes. 54. At the moment you do not know that you are

delivering the outputs you are suggesting you are.49. I notice you are a philosopher. Excellent. In
terms of the confidence we have in the system, (Sir NicholasMontagu) Essentially what Sir John’s
obviously there has been some dialogue with the people would be doing would be giving an assurance
C&AG about access to employers and you have that we are doing the work properly.
made the point that theGovernment are interested in

55. No, not you, that the employers are.not putting any more burdens on small business.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I am sorry, we need to getWould it not be the case that if the NAO in fact went

one or two things absolutely straight. First you saidin with your compliance people, it would be possible
to do it with one check without a massive over- that there are a whole lot of tax credits. There are not.
burden? Would there not be a practical way of doing There is the disabled person’s tax credit and there is
this without having a significant impact and indeed, working families’ tax credit. End of story. Those are
presumably that would be done with a sample of the only credits paid via the employer.
employers, you would not want to do it with

56. There is the children’s tax credit.everyone? You would just want to get a taste of the
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, there is the children’sreal accuracies you were achieving.

tax credit, which operates slightly diVerently.(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I have to say, with the
greatest respect to the National Audit OYce, our

57. There is the housing credit as well. I shall tellpeople are experts in a way which by definition, with
you about that later.their wider remit, Sir John’s people cannot be. We
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Housing credit?can get in there, get at things pretty quickly, pretty

expeditiously and get out. 58. I do not think this will be the end of all tax
credits.50. Like the SAS.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) The Chancellor has not(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I hope equally eVectively,

yes. told me to the contrary yet.
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59. There are complexities here as regards an (Sir NicholasMontagu) That is certainly right. One

employer filling in these things. The issue is whether of the things inmy letter to the Chairman that we had
the NAO can simply come along and check this out. found and which was unwelcome was the apparent
Yes, they are checking that your people are doing it discrepancy between our records and payments.
correctly as well as checking employers. There is an important proviso. There is nothing to
(Sir NicholasMontagu) No, I am sorry, I think this suggest from these discrepancies that people are

is a genuinely important point. They are not checking getting tax credits who should not, or that people are
up on whether the employer is doing it right. What not getting tax credits who should. What it does
Sir John’s people are doing is quality assuring the suggest is a training need for our own people who are
eVorts of my people in ensuring that employers have sometimes getting the employer’s reference number
got it right. wrong and a training need for employers on what

they should and should not put on the P35.60. I will not split hairs. The issue is whether they
can go along or not. 70. Looking to the future, clearly we aremoving to
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) We are very happy to talk this new child tax credit, working tax credit. Of the

to Sir John about the best way of delivering that current universe of those who apply for these
assurance to him. benefits, and the current benefits will be translated

into these new formats, what proportion of the61.What percentage of tax credits which should be
people who are currently taking it up, do you expecttaken up are taken up at the moment?
to fall out of the system or do you not expect any of(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Until we have the Family
them to?Resources Survey, we have no way of knowing.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I do not know. If we haveTake-up at the moment is of the order of 1.3 million,

more detail Dave will give that in a moment.which is getting on for half a million more families
Remember that what is happening is this. What is atthan receive family credit.
present the working families’ tax credit will be split so

62. Howmany people should be taking it up? How that you will have a work tax credit and separately
many are eligible? there will be a children’s tax credit. The work tax
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Until we get the Family credit will be paid through the wage packet as the

Resources Survey, and we do not have the results of working families’ tax credit is, and also people on low
that yet, we shall not know. earnings without families will be eligible for it.
63. Do you have any idea what the range is? Is it in

71. I know there will be this newwork tax and childthe range of 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.35, or what?
tax credit.What I want to know really is whether you(Sir Nicholas Montagu) We do not know.
envisage that in moving from the current system to

64. No idea at all? that system a couple of percentage points of those
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Dave has just passed me a people who are currently getting benefit and whowill

note saying that the Family Resources Survey has therefore be eligible for benefit under the new system,
just come in. We certainly have not had time to because of the complexities and the change and all
analyse it. the rest will fall out of the system?

(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I do not think so.65. Not even a top line estimate of the global
figure? 72. So the answer is zero. Just for the record.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) No. I know that this (Sir Nicholas Montagu) I think so. You will haveCommittee likes evidence-based figures from me. I seen the figuresMr Brown gave in the recent Budget,do not have them yet. which I think will mean that people will not fall out
66. No; I just want a range. I do not want to pin of the system.

you down. You have no range, no idea at all. (Mr Hartnett) We certainly do not expect any
(Mr Hartnett) Maybe I can help. We just have the material number to fall out of the system. At this

Family Resources Survey. We have a dedicated team stage I cannot tell you that it is absolutely zero.What
of analysts working on tax credits and we would will change is that there will be a smaller number—
expect to have information in order to answer your again I cannot tell you precisely—who are actually
question later this year, but it will be later this year. paid by the employer. That is one change.
67. Which half of the year? 73. Who will they be paid by?
(Mr Hartnett) Towards the end, I am afraid. (Mr Hartnett) They will either be paid by

automatic credit transfer to a bank account or68. I look forward to that.Moving on. The issue of
through—the reconciliation of awards to employers and

payments made. You explained that in terms of
74. That should increase take-up and accuracytiming and tax year and cycle. I understand that there

presumably, because you do not have anare other reasons, namely that there are discrepancies
intermediary to make mistakes. Is that right?between the employers’ return, the P45, and the
(Mr Hartnett) I would hope so, but we cannotaggregation of the P14. Is that correct?

guarantee that until we have had a good look at it.(Sir Nicholas Montagu) We are all of us looking
blank here. That is unfamiliar as a problem. 75. Assuming, on the figures you do not know, a

diVerence between those people who are allowed to69. This is something I picked up from our NAO
take up and those who do take up, the figures you arebrief. I shallmove on. I have here that there are errors
about to evaluate, what action are you going to takein identifying the employers’ schemes when

authorising individual tax credits. to bridge that gap, whatever it might be?
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(Mr Hartnett) We are doing a number of things. 80. You said the tax credit system was the biggest

change ever to hit you. What is the total cost to theThere have already been advertising campaigns;
there will be more. We are working with employers Department of setting up and administering this

new system?to help them raise awareness of the new tax credits
and we are working with various representative (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Dave can tell you the cost
groups such as the Low Income Tax Reform Group, of new tax credits. I certainly do not have a figure to
the Citizens’ Advice Bureaux, a charity called Tax hand, though I could probably produce one, for tax
Aid, to raise awareness far and wide of the credits as a whole.
availability of the new credits. (MrHartnett) For new tax credits over a four-year

period the figure is about £1 billion.

81. The cost of administering it.
(Mr Hartnett) In staV, in computers andChairman

everything else which goes with setting up
76. Sir John, youwerementioned quite a lot in that something new.

previous line of questioning about access to
82. Would that be a similar figure, would that be aemployers. I should like you to comment, please. My

good estimate for what it has cost so far?predecessor took this very seriously. He said in a
(Mr Hartnett) No; new tax credits, for example,letter to the Financial Secretary, Dawn Primarolo,

has a computer system which is eight times bigger,“. . . I remain concerned that the proposed changes
more complicated or whatever, than for self-associated with the tax credits initiative will diminish
assessment. It is a much more significant structureParliament’s current role in sanctioning public
than working families’ tax credit where we wereexpenditure” and he wanted to draw attention
actually able to build, in part at least, on the“. . . to the fundamental principle of Parliamentary
computer systems which came to us with the Familycontrol of public expenditure”. I think it is quite an
Credit Unit which became the Tax Credit OYce.important point. In previous centuries we have had
(SirNicholasMontagu) On a procedural point, justcalls to civil war on these things. Would you like to

to avoidmy having to send you a note, may I say thatcomment?
I have been characteristically modest. The(Sir John Bourn) My comment would be that
Committee will have noted that I said five times;essentially tax credit is a form of social security. If
Dave is undoubtedly right when he says eight times.you look at the other forms of social security which

are paid by the Department for Work and Pensions, 83. Although the Chancellor does not accept that
the external auditor, myself and my colleagues, have it is a form of social security benefit, would you agree
access to the books and records of the organisation that the kind of compliance checks you have to run
which makes those payments. Under the tax credit are rather like the old DSS used to run?
system, the impact on the lives of citizens is the same. (Sir NicholasMontagu)No, I do not think I would.
They get more money than they otherwise would I have indicated in reply to an earlier question that
have had. They receive a benefit from the State. the Department of Social Security, now the
However, I do not have the same access to the people Department for Work and Pensions, does not apply
who pay that benefit, because they are employers, as the kind of risk based approach that we are applying
I have to the Government Department which pays it. to tax credits. What we are trying to do, and
There is an asymmetry there. That is what your obviously we shall be talking with DWP and picking
predecessor Chairman took up with the their brains as well, is to apply the sort of compliance
Government. Naturally enough I see the public approach that we have found works well for tax to
sector auditor as providing assurance to Parliament, new tax credits. Dave, with his sponsoring
not as a burden on the private sector firms. If I had responsibility, may want to add to that answer.
this power, I should of course apply it with (MrHartnett) There are three stages to this. There
circumspection and care, but nonetheless I should was the compliance regime which existed for benefits
hope with eVectiveness in terms of reporting to before tax credits were introduced. Some new things
Parliament. have come with tax credits. Nick mentioned one of

the most important, which is risk assessment. There
is also a progressive compliance response now. In the
past it was essential for what is nowDWP to consider

Mr Osborne prosecution in order to make recoveries. We do not
have to prove debt now, we can use something like a77. Do you agree with the Comptroller and
tax assessment to recover money where we have toAuditor General that tax credits are essentially a
recover money.form of social security payment?

(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I have already indicated— 84. The Department of Social Security, or indeed
the Department for Work and Pensions now, has to78. I know you have, that is why I am asking the
be fairly intrusive into people’s family circumstancesquestion.
and arrangements. Are you finding, because you are(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I am not going to express
now administering tax credits, that you are having toa view diVerent from the Chancellor of the
undertake that kind of intrusive work which perhapsExchequer’s.
previously you did not have to do?

79. Do you not agree with the Comptroller? (Sir Nicholas Montagu) It is not entirely new to us.
Although independent taxation has been in for some(Sir NicholasMontagu) I have cited the view of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, who takes a diVerent time, a lot of ourwork has turned on households. For
example, when an additional personal allowance wasview from Sir John.
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paid to a single parent, we needed to be sure that the 89.Your inquiries take so long that by the time you

have completed them you find it very diYcult toperson claiming that allowance was not living with
somebody as a partner. There are new elements to it, recover any overpayment you have given because by
but it is not as new as you might think. then you cannot recover it against the current award

they have been given.85. It says in this report that you do cross-checks
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) That is not wholly fair.with the Department for Work and Pensions and the

The length of time for the inquiry looks longer thandata they hold, “where appropriate” is the phrase
it actually is. The time is measured from when it firstused in the report. Is it not always appropriate? Often
reaches the relevant compliance section. We conductthe people you will be dealing with will also be
these inquiries in accordance with the code ofclaiming other forms of benefit.
practice that we use for other areas of our business.(Sir Nicholas Montagu) No, it will not always be
People must be given time to make theirappropriate. Our basic check is that the person says
representations to us. As Dave has indicated, if wethey are who they are. We then apply a risk
find that people have had more credits than they areassessment.With new tax credits, much of this will be
due, we have a number of diVerent mechanismsdone within the system. If there is an indication that
which we can use to recover that money and we shallsomebody is a risk, then we would cross-check with
use them.our own data, for example, with the data warehouse

to check on households, we would cross-check with 90. In paragraph 3.21 it says, “Delay between an
the Department for Work and Pensions. With award being made and a decision being taken to
something like this, whether it is a social security recover an overpayment creates a risk that an
benefit or whether it is a reduction in the tax bill, erroneous award will have expired by the time the
there is obviously a balance to be struck between need for recovery has been established . . . Thesemay
proper and rigorous compliance and making it easy not be easily recovered and in some cases may prove
to claim. irrecoverable”. If you speeded up the time you took

to investigate these things, then it would be much86. You are talking about risk assessment. It says
easier to recover the money, would it not?in paragraph 3.17 on page R14, “. . . 49,000 cases
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I can totally understandhave been referred to the Compliance Co-ordination

your worry. I hope I can reassure you. The amountsUnit” since October 1999. However, limited
written oV from overpayments are pretty small. Theadditional checking allowed you to eliminate a

further 22,500. The view here is that your risk specialist debt recovery group remitted under 1 per
approach, particularly your risk scorecard, was cent of the amounts sent for recovery in 2000–01.
basically a complete waste of time. That amounts to under £35,000. Against some of the

background we are talking about, that is peanuts.(Sir Nicholas Montagu) That is not wholly fair.

87. When you suspended it at 22,500 there was 91. May I move on to a point Mr Davies made
absolutely no impact whatsoever on the eVectiveness before he left, which I found extraordinary? You
of your activity. have no idea what the total number of eligible people
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, but bear in mind that is for these tax credits.

a major purpose of the risk scorecard was to get staV (Sir Nicholas Montagu) How can we without
administering this new system used to doing the knowingwhat numbers in the population are earning
analysis of it. By the time we discontinued it, it would below or have income from self-employment below
have been second nature to many of them. I am not the appropriate threshold? That is why we need to set
saying it was perfect; clearly it was not. That is why, oV the numbers claiming against the Family
iteratively, we concentrated on improving the risk Resources Survey.
scorecard and re-introducing it. As I indicated to the

92. When the Chancellor of the Exchequer isCommittee on previous occasions, what we try to do
setting his budget, presumably someone must comewith the whole spectrum of our compliance activity,
to him, maybe in the Treasury as opposed to youris constantly to refine our indicators and our analysis
Department, and say they think it is going to costof risk.
roughly X. They must have some estimate for the

88. You further decided that of the remaining total number of eligible people or the take-up.
26,500 cases you accepted for inquiry, you would not (Sir Nicholas Montagu) We would have anpursue 3,600 of those. The truth is that you are not estimate.pursuing a huge number of these cases, are you?
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) We are not pursuing them 93. What is the estimate.

for the sake of pursuing them, certainly. We identify (Sir NicholasMontagu) Ministers have talked with
the cases that we think call for further investigation. the present credits in terms of expecting a take-up in
If they do, we have quite a lot of specialists working the region of 1.4 million; we are at 1.33 million.
on this in tax credits, we then decide whether it

94. Take-up is not quite the same as total ofshould be what we call an aspect inquiry or a more
eligible people.comprehensive one. If there is only one point which
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) As you know, Ministersneeds to be checked up, this is probably done most

are congenitally optimistic. I would have thoughteVectively on the phone from the tax credits oYce. If
that represented a fair view of the number theymore looks wrong, or if there are certain factors
thought was eligible. I really cannot give you a replypresent like the claimant having an undeclared
of the precision you would expect until we havepartner or self-employed earnings being involved,
compared take-up with the Family Resourcesthen we will undertake a full inquiry with the local

compliance teams. Survey.
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95. You have been administering these tax credits even thought tax receipts have increased, the amount

of money you have uncovered as being additional taxsince October 1999. Your Family Resources Survey
must have taken two or three years to compile. liability, has fallen. Why is that?

(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Who knows?(Sir Nicholas Montagu) This is the 2000–01 survey
relating to the accounts on which I am being 102. I hope you know, you are in charge.examined. (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Let me put it this way. If I
96. So you have had previous surveys. asked all of you in your glory how many of you had

been convicted of mugging old ladies, I guess that(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, but remember we are
probably no more than one hand would go up in thistalking about a system which came in at the end of
room. That could be for a variety of reasons. It could1999 and with payment via the employer from 2000.
be because only one of you has done so, or becauseIn other words, we are talking about the first full year
the police have not got round to the rest of you. Thereof the system as reflected in these accounts.
is a very serious point there. With compliance yield,97. It seems striking that when you heard you were I have often said here that in the ideal worldgoing to take over this system or set up this system, compliance yield would be zero. We do not knowwhich was when the Chancellor first announced it in whether it is because we are getting more eVective at1998, you did not say you had better conduct some encouraging voluntary compliance, whether we aresurveys to see the likely household expenditure and getting less good at finding it or whether it is externalhousehold incomes of the people you were going to factors. There are external factors. Undoubtedly, thebe dealing with, instead of waiting until 2002, to do fall in yield from international activity, which isthis survey in advance. subject to huge fluctuations each year, the yield from(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I have to give you a ‘not- oil taxation, which was aVected by the low oil pricesme-guv’ answer there. The Family Resources Survey and also things like the numbers of insolvencies cancomes within the responsibility of the Department aVect the amount of yield. It is a complex issue.for Work and Pensions.

98. You could have got onto the phone to the
Permanent Secretary there. I am sure you are good Jon Trickett
mates. You could have said it would be very useful to

103. I have been listening with some curiosity tohave one of these surveys.
the exchanges between the Chairman’s predecessor(Sir Nicholas Montagu) We are very good mates. I
and Dawn Primarolo. I just want to ask Sir John oneam sure that you, like me, have experienced the sort
or two questions on this matter. Am I correct inof reaction that Rachel Lomax, for whom I have the
saying that eVectively what must be regarded ashighest regard, can give to unwelcome suggestions
Government expenditure has been transferred fromwhether from this Committee or from one of her
DWP, or DSS as it was, through to Inland Revenue?fellow Permanent Secretaries.
(Sir John Bourn) This is so. If the money which

99. Why would it be an unwelcome suggestion, goes out as a tax credit had gone out as public
apart from the fact that you have taken over half expenditure fromDWP, that is exactly what it would
her empire? have been. What would have counted as public
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) It would require her to do expenditure, no longer counts as public expenditure,

the job twice, and these things cost money. but it is public expenditure.

100. In the scale of the benefits you are 104. Nevertheless, from the individual’s point of
administering and the scale of the £1 billion you are view, it is income.
spending on setting up this system, I would have (Sir John Bourn) Exactly.
thought was absolutely imperative to have some sort 105.Whether or not the taxonomy of all this is thatof survey so you have some idea of howmany people it is taxation or whether it is benefits, it is income forare eligible for the credits which you are the individual. Am I right, secondly, in saying that itadministering. is the same core group of people who were previously(Sir Nicholas Montagu) You are a very impatient targeted by benefits as they were described previouslyman. I am being examined today on the accounts for and now by tax credits? Is it broadly the same groupthe first full year of operation. You have heard from of people we are targeting?Dave that we now have the Family Resources Survey (Sir John Bourn) Broadly; yes.in and that towards the end of the year we should
have some sort of comparison. Given the customary 106. One could argue that we are talking really to

some extent about a semantic diVerence. I couldpace of the wheels of Government, I think we are
doing pretty well. argue, but you probably would not care to make that

comparison between benefits on the one hand and101. May I ask you something on the general tax credits on the other and that previously youaccounts? Table 1 on page R3 says that total tax would have had a close interest in that matter andreceipts—very good political information forme, but now you are excluded from that. Am I right in myI am not going to deploy it here—have gone up understanding?massively in the last five years. It specifically says that (Sir John Bourn) Yes, that is right. If it had gonetotal tax receipts have gone up between 1999 and out as benefits, I would have been the external2000 from £139 billion to £148 billion. Then if we auditor with access.turn to page R7, paragraph 2.5, we find that the non-
compliance work of your Department has identified 107. From my point of view, it seems the same

bundle of money, perhaps more eVectively targeted,fewer tax liabilities, in fact the tax liabilities identified
have dropped from £5.4 billion to £4.5 billion. So but nevertheless broadly the same bundle of money.
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One of the points which has been made by the Inland (Sir Nicholas Montagu) No. If you want detail, I

shall get Dave to help you. The point is this. If youRevenue is that they do not want to disturb these
think you are entitled to the working families’ taxpoor employers any more than they need to. I notice
credit, you put in an application to the Inlandthat we do not disturb them a lot, so I am going to
Revenue. This is assessed at the tax credits oYce andask some questions about that in a moment. That
after the identity check, if there is no reason toseems to suggest that you wear size 15 boots when
suppose that it is anything other than bona fide, thenyou undertake this kind of monitoring. But I
it will be paid out, arrangements will be made withunderstood you to be saying that you monitored the
the employer and so on. Essentially what we areDepartment rather than the employers themselves. I
talking about here is a unit at the tax credit oYceam just wondering whether you would reflect briefly
which deals with individual claims. Employeron how, if you were to be invited, you would
compliance comes in with the sort of things we haveundertake such a task and minimise the impact on
been talking about, with visits to employers by ourthe employer, which it seems to me is really what Sir
employer compliance teams, by end of year checks onNicholas’s argument is based on.
the P35. You also talked about large-scale fraud, and(Sir John Bourn) You are quite right to say that my
I have to say that in none of the work we have doneconcern is with the system of administration of the
is there any evidence of large-scale fraud or collusionInland Revenue. The way in which the money
by employers.reaches the beneficiary is through the agency of the

employer, therefore, as the external auditor, to get a 114. But there again, you have hardly done any
full understanding of the way the system works, I visits to employers. I see 49,000 cases which I
would need access to employers, not of course presume are individuals and disputed cases of 230
because I would seek to go to every employer every visits to employers which actually turned out to be
year or anything like that. The importance is to be 199, did it not?
able to go in circumstances when I or my colleagues (Mr Banyard) We did 29,000 visits to employers
see advantage in going. That is what the giving of the last year. In those 29,000 visits we found 6,800 who
power of access to the Comptroller and Auditor were paying credits and of those 6,800 only 18
General would constitute. I think that describing the required action. The view of our employer
kind of work that I would do as the external auditor compliance teams at the moment is that this is not a
as an attempt to lay a heavy hand on the great range diYcult area.
of industry and commerce, is an attempt to push me

115. Is it not obvious that an individual can onlyto one side on a false argument.
defraud the tax credit system by a relatively small

108. I am inclined to that point of view as well. In amount, whereas the one or two individuals who
your role previously in monitoring the benefit claim to be employers perhaps when maybe they are
system, is it not true that at that time you would have not, could be defrauding you of large amounts of
from time to time been approaching employers? money.
(Sir John Bourn) Certainly we would have (Sir Nicholas Montagu) One or two individuals

approached employers from time to time. I do not who are what?
have at my fingertips the exact legal details, but yes,

116. One or two individuals who are perhapscertainly we would have had to.
entrepreneurs but they have taken the wrong track in

109. So it is not something with which you are life might well set themselves up as employers and
unfamiliar. defraud you of very large amounts of money.
(Sir John Bourn) No. (Mr Hartnett) Maybe I can help with some

numbers.We have already prosecuted two employers110. Did that provoke large numbers of
for collusive activities with their employees which ledcomplaints about the C&AG and the NAO?
to loss of tax credit which we intend to recover. Out(Sir John Bourn) No.
of the 131 cases working towards prosecution in our
special compliance oYce, 13 involve apparent111. I am happy that we have now heard both sides
collusive activities on the part of employers.more fully perhaps than we had previously. No
Stephen’s point is a really important one, as is thedoubt the members will draw their own conclusions.
work which Nick described to the Chairman inI now want to ask about compliance and non-
relation to the reconciliation of authorisations andcompliance. This non-compliance unit seems to me
what are now P35s. In all that work we have notto have been heavily biased in one particular
found any substantial numbers of large-scale fraudsdirection.
by employers.(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I am sorry, which unit are

we talking about. 117. I am confused, perhaps justifiably. If we look
at paragraph 3.26, I was speaking about the112. The Compliance Coordination Unit.
compliance unit and the figure I quoted is nothing(Sir Nicholas Montagu) So we are on tax credits.
like 29,000 employers visited in their own place of

113. Yes; sorry. It does seem to have spent a large business. There is a disputed figure. Here it says 230
amount of its time looking at individual cases and employers but in your letter to us it says 199. The
hardly any time at all looking at employers, yet I point I am trying to address is that the compliance
should have thought it was fairly obvious that the unit seems on the one hand to have dealt with tens of
large-scale fraud would take place with employers. I thousands of individuals who have been referred to it
wonder whether I have misunderstood exactly what orwhom they are looking at in some detail and on the

other side only 230, or 199 as you corrected yourself,was happening.
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employers. Why should there be that apparent not really have evidence of largéscale collusion. I

know that you have just been given your yellow card,imbalance or do you not accept that it is an
imbalance? but perhaps I could get Stephen to comment and then

very brieflyDave, becauseDave led our recent review(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I do not think there is any
of links with large business.imbalance there at all. Individuals can lie about their
(MrBanyard) Our employer compliance teams arecircumstances in order to qualify for credits which

highly skilled in looking at employers’ books andthey should not get or for more credits than they
they look at them in the round. If you are going toshould. That is why we vet carefully the individual
find non-compliance in one aspect, for exampleapplications which come in to the tax credits oYce,
credits, you might expect to find it in nationalsubject to the proviso that I made in my answers to
minimumwage or in some other aspects. They do notMr Osborne. If the tax credits oYce, in the course of
take a narrow view; they have a number oftheir work, have reason to suspect that an employer
mandatory checks which they make across each ofis involved in unacceptable behaviour of whatever
the payments and functions, but they also take asort, they will then alert the local employer
broad view of the employer as a whole and look atcompliance teams and what the paragraph you
whether the payments are reasonable, whether thereferred to is talking about is the 199 cases where
hours look reasonable, whether any people look odd.employer compliance teams undertook a visit at the
They do that. In addition, of the 29,000 visits they didspecific request of the tax credits oYce. The fact that
last year, four per cent of them are mandatoryan employer pays tax credits is in itself an indication
random visits. Next year we shall have a betterfor a visit, one of many. If an employer compliance
reporting system for themwhich will enable us to sayteam, not alerted by the tax credit oYce, visits an
when credits were looked at and whether there wereemployer who pays tax credits, they will always
problems. We will take a random look across thecheck at least one tax credit record. Against that
population which is statistically significant and webackground, we have the evidence I mentioned, and
shall be able to provide some degree of assurance.which Stephen drew on, that employer collusion does

not seem to be an issue. Put together the figures Dave 119. If possible, could you give us a note about thegave you: two prosecutions, 13 under investigation structure of this compliance unit and how manyfor possible collusion by my special compliance people work on employer compliance and howmanyoYce. Put that against 266,000 employers paying out work on compliance by individuals? I have a feeling,credits. The point about the employer compliance and I am afraid your long answers—very thoroughteam, and in a way it also goes back to your and detailed, so necessarily long answers – have notquestioning of Sir John, is that they are the frontline really convinced me and set my mind at rest.
professionals with our business support teams in our (Sir NicholasMontagu) I do have figures, but in thedealings with employers. They will cover a whole interests of time, we shall let you have a note on that.1range of payroll and other employer related issues.

118. I am of the view, just as with landlords
fiddling housing benefit with their non-existent or Mr Steinberg
collusive tenants, that there will be employers out

120. The last time we discussed this—and I cannotthere seeking to defraud the system. I am also of the
remember whether it was with you or with Rachelview that you have decided to run the employer side Lomax—of the business with the lightest possible touch,
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I sincerely hope that if itperhaps because you believe that Ministers or the

was on tax credits it was with me. I should not like itGovernment generally wish that to be the case. It is if Rachel has been poaching oV her territory.quite clear in the paragraph we have just discussed
that you failed to collate information on the 121.What appears in paragraph 3.11 seems to bear
electronic databases. I notice in the next sentence that out what I was saying last time we discussed this. At
Sir John says, “. . . there are weaknesses in the the time I was very concerned that it appeared to be

reasonably simple for somebody to tell a simple lieDepartment’s management information” in relation
when filling in the application form, particularlyto this matter. I think your answers are complacent
regarding their marital status, to defraud the system.in relation to the employers. I believe that is what the
For example, husbands or partners leave the nest orfraud will be and I believe you have not uncovered it
say they have left the nest, the working families’ taxnot because it is not there, but because you decided
credit being awarded then they miraculously maketo approach the employers with the lightest
up and come back again. I have been given a numberpossible touch.
of tip-oVs about this happening. Did you carry out(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I need to say quite a few
any investigations?things on that and I need to bring Stephen in. The
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, we carry outfirst is that before we authorise a payment via the

enormous numbers of investigations. Basically, weemployer we run a check on them. The second is that,
have a comprehensive strategy to address the risk ofwith the greatest of respect, I have evidence for my
fraud or manipulation in both the tax credits. Bearstatement. Stephen has given it to you. When we
with me for a slightly long answer. What we have islooked at 6,800 employers who were paying tax
a basic, up-front clerical check of identity.We sift outcredits, we found 18 cases where there had been
potential cases for referral and then the dedicatedoverpayment. That is evidence. What you have is a
compliance staVmentioned in Sir John’s report selecthunch that there must be a lot of employers on the
cases for inquiry. What we did was to build on thefiddle. We are always trying to improve our risk

analysis and our management information. We are
1 Ev 20–21.always trying to identify employers at risk, but we do
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checks for benefits in payment used by the 129. I gave you a tip-oV and you do not seem to

have taken it seriously.Department for Work and Pensions, which may be
why Rachel came into your mind, but we added our (Sir Nicholas Montagu) You gave me a tip-oV and
own checks against our own data. The main I wrote to you and said that if you could give our
diVerence is that we actually use risk assessment and people more detail we would look into it. Whenever
post-payment checks, as we already do for tax and we get a tip-oV we look into it. What we do not do

and cannot do is tell the informant what happened,national insurance contributions. We will check
which some informants find frustrating, because weincome data against the system which supports pay-
are bound by statutory rules of confidentiality.as-you-earn tax or self-assessment. We tackle

misrepresentation of circumstances, like living 130. How many tip-oVs did you get last year?
together, through our data warehouse. Do we have (Sir Nicholas Montagu) I do not have a figure for
the same address for someone else not mentioned? that oV hand.
We do have a pretty comprehensive strategy. We

131. Howmuch money did you recover because ofcheck with employers to ensure that employees do
tip-oVs?not overstate their hours.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I do not know whether we

122. How many cases of fraud did you find? have information in that form. If we do I shall let you
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Fraud is diYcult to have it. Sixteen thousand tip-oVs, but I do not know

establish. What we are talking about is a spectrum whether we have a figure for the amount of money
which covers everything from innocent recovered.3
misrepresentation through to “Well, it’s worth a try”, 132. This is interesting. Sixteen thousand tip-oVsthrough to the kind of hard determined fraud which and two prosecutions.we prosecute. Somewhere I have statistics for (Sir Nicholas Montagu) No; 16 prosecutions.prosecutions. In 2000–01 we prosecuted only two

133. Sixteen thousand tip-oVs and 16cases, but bear in mind—
prosecutions.

123. I gave you information about 14 in one place (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, but they are not all as
doing it. tax credit literate as you are.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I have two where there

134. I do not claim it.were criminal proceedings.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) The people tipping oV.

124. Information was given to me that at least 14 Quite a lot of tip-oVs will be “Did you know he is
people were doing it in the one establishment. You working?”. Of course we knew he was working. That
are tellingme that you have prosecuted two people in is what working families’ tax credits are for. Not all
the whole country. the tip-oVs are well founded. Even where they are,

there may not be enough to prosecute. Remember(Sir Nicholas Montagu) We obtained two
that an important part of our work is educatingconvictions during that year.While we are talking we
people. Remember also that by definition a lot ofwill fiddle around with our papers and at the end of
these people will be people we actually want to goyour questioning I will come back with the figure on
on helping.that for you.

135. Let us move on slightly. According to the125. I find that quite staggering. After all the
report, 3,250 cases were investigated. Is that right?explanation you have givenme on how deeply you go
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) You are looking atinto it, you have found two people fiddling the

paragraph 3.14. This is the representative sample.working families’ tax credit in the whole of the
country. 136. Yes, that is right. Out of 1.225 million
(Sir NicholasMontagu) No. Dave has givenme the claimants you looked at 3,250 cases. Is that right?

figures. Sixteen individual prosecutions plus two of That seems to me to be a very small sample.
collusive employers. (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes.

137. How can you derive any sort of information126. That is 18 cases out of 1.3 million people who
from that? Do you regard it as accurate?are claiming it.
(Sir NicholasMontagu)We regard it as statistically(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes.2

valid. Yes, of course you are right that it was a small
127. I was told of 14 in one place in my sample. What we wanted was a structured study

constituency. which would give us an indication of the likely levels
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) May I just say, as I have and nature of fraud, or, let me say, non compliance

said in writing to you, that if your informant would
like to get in touch with the area directors whose 3 Note by witness: This figure relates specifically to allegations
names I have given you, we always act on third party referred to the InlandRevenue via theDepartment forWork

and Pensions’ National Benefits Fraud Hotline. The preciseinformation.
figure is 16,676. The amount of money recovered as a result

128. I was going to come to that. How seriously do of reviewing those ‘tip-oVs’ was £743,140. These figures
relate to the period 1 October 1999, when working familiesyou take tip-oVs?
tax credit was introduced, to 31 December 2001, and are(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Utterly.
available only as a result of a specific one-oV exercise carried
out in January 2002 to answer a ParliamentaryQuestion.We

2 Note by witness: A total of 16 prosecution cases were do receive other types of information that could be described
as ‘tip-oVs’. This information, however, is reviewed in theinstigated in 2000–01, of which only two were completed in

Court. The two collusive employer prosecutions were same way as other referrals to our Tax Credit Compliance
Co-ordination Unit.included in, rather than in addition to, that figure.
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because that covers everything from innocent error be an invaluable exercise, and I say that as somebody
through to determined fraud. Our analysts advise knowing he is quite likely to be dragged back to talk
that this was a statistically valid sample. Of course we about it. I think that what you may find coming out
could have done a bigger one, but it would have is the diVerent considerations as well as the common
taken much longer to complete. consideration between Departments. This is the age-

old compliance problem. In some parts of my138. Let us move on to paragraph 3.18. Looking at
organisation, if I put an extra body there, she or hethis paragraph, it tells us that there were 26,500 cases
can bring in many times their salary. In other areas,accepted for inquiry and 3,600 were dropped because
it is less. What we have to balance the whole time inthey were regarded as low risk.What is the diVerence
the tax credit oYce is the imperative need to get thebetween high risk and low risk? I amasking that quite
benefit of the tax credits to the deserving claimant asseriously.
soon as possible with the need to ensure that we do(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Basically you are talking
not allow fraudulent claims. There is always going toabout people who are compliance experts looking at
be a balance for any Department operating withcases referred to them and thinking actually this does
necessarily limited resources. You are talking aboutnot look that suspicious. What we had to do was
choosing between priorities.make the case for following up simple aspect

inquiries against the other imperative of making 142. Can you anticipate what is actually fraud in
prompt and accurate payments to people who working tax credits? How much the taxpayer loses?
needed it. What we did was to end the inquiries into (Sir Nicholas Montagu) The study which we were
simple cases where the work done to date made it talking about earlier of 3,250 cases, although small,
look as though they were unlikely to be non- will give us a better idea, but it is always impossible,
compliant. by definition. It is like the interesting discussions I

have with the Committee on the size of the informal139.Would it be fair to say that you dropped these
economy.cases because there was a lack of resources to do the

lot and you went for what you thought were the
143. Continuing on paragraph 3.19, we are nothigher risk ones? I am not quite sure what the higher

talking huge amounts of money as we were with Mrrisk ones are.
Broadbent, but on the other hand, 3.19 tells us that(Sir Nicholas Montagu) It would not be wholly
you investigated and found overpayments had beenwrong, but it would be simplistic. If we had had a
made to people yet you did not recover them. Whywhole lot more people we could have followed these
not? It is a very small amount of money but I get thecases right through and at the same time
impression that you found out that £114,000 hadconcentrated on getting the right payments to the
been overpaid and you did not claim it back. Why?right people at the right time. Life being as it is, we
Or am I reading it wrongly?have tomake choices.We looked at the work done to
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, you are reading itdate on these cases, picked out the ones which did not

wrongly quite honestly. What Sir John is saying inlook as though they were compliant, looked at them
that paragraph is that his example of—again before we discontinued work and closed them

down. 144. No, I am not reading it wrongly. What I am
saying is that overpayments have been made and you140. I am not sure this comparison is fair, but we
have found out that those overpayments have beenhad Mr Broadbent from the Customs and Excise—
made but it was not reported to the debt recovery(Sir Nicholas Montagu) A great friend of mine. I
team to get it back.am afraid I am not going to name and shame a
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes, that is right. Youtobacco company. The Committee can leave now if

have it right now, but not the way you said it before.they want. I am less entertainment value than
What you said was that we failed to recover it. WhatRichard.
Sir John is saying is that the failure to report to the

141.MrBroadbent certainly seems to deal inmuch debt recovery team—
bigger sums of money in fraud than you do. What I
seemed to conclude was that the more you invested 145. It is the same, is it not?
in trying to catch people, the more people you caught (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes; absolutely. That is
and the more money you saved. As far as Mr why, picking that up, even though extrapolation
Broadbent was concerned, the more money you put suggested that there might be 226 cases, 0.8 per cent,
in to try to find out whowas doing the smuggling and in every case now we require our managers to check
how much was being smuggled, the more you saved that the overpayments are reported. It’s a ‘fair cop,
the taxpayer. Here I get a similar situation. The more guv’. Done something about it.
money you put in to detect fraud, the more money

146. Again I might be reading it wrongly, soyou will save and the more money you will recoup. Is
forgive me if I am. Can we turn to yourthat right?
memorandum? In paragraph 14 of that(Sir Nicholas Montagu) It depends entirely on the
memorandum, it seems to indicate that employersarea. I shall resist the temptation to say that maybe
make all sorts of mistakes when they are filling in theRichard hadmore fraud in the first place thanwe did,
P35 form and it also seems to indicate that you do notbecause that would be hubris of the highest order and
get the information at the right time. I might beI might regret it when I re-appear before this
wrong, but I gleaned that the end of the financial yearCommittee. There is a dead serious point, which is
is 5 April, but the form actually asks the employersthat Sir John is conducting an investigation into
to put down the results to 31March, or the other wayfraud in four diVerent Departments: Health, Work

and Pensions, Customs and us. I think this is going to round. In other words, the form does not cover the
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time of the actual payments. If that is true, why are a very considerable and healthy degree of scepticism

about the Government’s abilities to do anythingthe forms and the financial year not the same date? I
could be totally wrong. right. You mentioned your friend Mr Broadbent.

Just to take him and Rachel Lomax together,(Mr Banyard) It is that the employer reports
Customs and Excise estimates tax fraud to bepayments to 31March if they have paid. The tax year
somewhere between £6.4 and £7.3 billion. Rachelis very slightly out of step.
Lomax, depending on which day of the week it is,147. That is right. What I am saying is that if that seems to give a diVerent answer. The Social Securityis the case and it causes problems, why do you not White Paper in 1999 said £7 billion of fraud andchange the date on the form to the end of the tax error. She now thinks it is £2 billion, but I put downyear? They would then be the same and it would a Parliamentary Question the other day to which themean you do not have to wait another year to get the answer was £3 billion and when the Daily Mailcorrect information. I could be wrong. picked up the answer to my question—I did not(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I think you probably are, speak to them—they published a little article and Iwith the greatest of respect. subsequently had several letters from people who

148. Probably; I always am. had worked as employees in the Benefits Agency
(Sir NicholasMontagu) Not so; Homer very rarely talking about the despair they were in, one person

nods in your case. Think of those employers paying resigned through ill health and so on. Of course the
monthly where you will get the payment at the end of NHS, according to Stuart Emsley, who is inside the
April, even if it related to a period before the start of Department, loses somewhere between 16 and 20 per
the new tax year. cent of its budget. That little lot alone comes to

somewhere between £15 and £20 billion, depending149. Are you saying that it does not matter that the
on whether you take a conservative estimate or not.end of the financial year and the final date on the P35
What I am therefore wondering about is why yourare diVerent, that it has no eVect?
level of fraud should be so much lower than all these(Mr Hartnett) Maybe I can help. Some employers other people. You have this new tax credit and itrun their P35 to 31 March, others run it to 5 April. seems from the figures Mr Hartnett was giving thatWe have traditionally allowed that approach, you have very few which required action. Whyprovided it is applied consistently year on year by should yours be so much lower than the others?employers. If I have understood your question
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) The nature of Richard’scorrectly, changing the date to 31 March would not

and Rachel’s and my businesses is diVerent, which ishelp those who worked to 5 April.
why I think that Sir John’s study will be genuinely

150. No; the other way round. Do not change the valuable because it will bring in Nigel Crisp’s empire
end of the tax year, change the form to 5 April rather as well. The plain answer on this one is that we do not
than 31 March. know. This is why we have a robust fraud strategy
(Mr Hartnett) For some people it is 5 April and 5 and we have appointed the director of my special

April appears on the form. The form is 5 April. compliance oYce, John Middleton, as the
(Sir NicholasMontagu) What you are getting from departmental fraud champion.What we are trying to

here, with a degree of bewilderment, is a clear do is to arrive at a much better understanding of the
message that the P35 relates to paymentsmade by the risks, estimating the amount at risk, getting to where
employer in respect of the tax year, in other words we want to be and thinking about how we should
from 6 April to 5 April. then get there. In addition we are doing various

piecemeal studies like the ones I mentioned in reply
to Mr Steinberg, which will give us a much better

Mr Bacon understanding of where we think we are with fraud.
We appointed a leading academic economist last year151. I should like to start with some points of
as our director of analysis and research, David Ulph,agreement about your friend Rachel Lomax and
whose name may be familiar to somemembers of thesuggestions to her which are unwelcome. I certainly
Committee, and he will be leading the analyticalagree with you that she responds very robustly to
work on the rigorous lines I have discussed. It is ansuggestions which are to her unwelcome. I suggested
area where, although I would stand by the answers Ito her that it might be a good idea if she gave the
have given the Committee previously, which wereC&AG a set of Appropriation Accounts each year
endorsed by Lord Grabiner. All of us recognise wewhich were not qualified. Indeed I pointed out to her
need to do more to see whether we can scope thethat if she were unable to do this, she might set a
problem or the scale of it rather more than we havetarget date for when she was going to do it. It turned
done in the past.out that she was not proposing to do it at any point

in the next three and a half years before she was 153. Sir John, may I carry on this subject of fraud
planning to retire. and ask you a question?When you referred earlier, in
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I find it very depressing answer to Mr Trickett, to the desirability from your

that she is planning to retire. It makes me come back oYcers’ point of view of having access to employers,
to the sense of deprivation which the Committee is you were obviously thinking about the business of
obviously feeling about my impending retirement. doing your job of assessing economy, eYciency and
Being deprived of Rachel within two years is more eVectiveness. To what extent is fraud a component of
than any Committee, however vicious, deserves. your desire to have the ability to get in to employers?

(Sir John Bourn) It is an aspect of it. If you do have152. The reason I mention that is that I have only
information which indicates the possibility of fraudbeen on this Committee since last October. In that

relatively short period of time, frankly I have gained in that aspect of work. As in any other the ability to
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secure direct evidence is certainly relevant and 160. Is it going to remain a benefit?
helpful. I do not base the case that I made simply (Sir Nicholas Montagu) The Chancellor has in all
on fraud. utterances, when speaking of the new tax credits and

what they would do for families, in particular the new154. You base the case on the ability to do your job
children’s credit, spoken of building on theof reporting to Parliament.
foundation of child benefit.(Sir John Bourn) To report to Parliament on the

disbursement of public money. 161. I am asking whether child benefit will remain
a benefit.155. You were quite graphic, I paraphrase you,
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I hope it will be of greatwhen you said that to say your heavy hand must be

benefit.stayed is an attempt to push you aside with a false
argument. Are you basically saying that you do not 162. No. Is child benefit being abolished under
think you can adequately, properly and fully do your these proposals?
job of reporting to Parliament on how public (Sir Nicholas Montagu) No, absolutely not. The
taxpayers’ monies are spent unless you have the Chancellor has spoken about building on the
ability at your discretionwhen you choose to exercise foundation of child benefit.
it but the ability to access employers?
(Sir John Bourn) I am saying that the external 163. I am not clear, because there is this new

auditor of whatever activity needs direct access. It is children’s tax credit. Child benefit as a payment. Mr
up to the external auditor to determine the mode, Osborne is newly a father.
method and occasions on which he exercises it. I (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Congratulations. Boy or
think that in relation to this I should have the same girl?
rights of access as I have to theDepartment forWork Mr Osborne: Boy.
and Pensions and the Inland Revenue. (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Commiserations!
156. Are you saying that without those rights of 164. Mrs Osborne currently receives child benefit

access it is not possible for you fully to do your duty and it is called child benefit. Will a thing called child
to Parliament in respect of these expenditures? benefit continue to be paid to Mrs Osborne but
(Sir John Bourn) I do not want to say that all my simply by your Department rather than by DWP?

work in this field would be totally undermined.What (Sir Nicholas Montagu) Exactly that. I am sorry, I
I am saying is that the external auditor requires rights did not quite understand the question. The point I
of direct access and that he or she determines upon wasmakingwas that theChancellor is giving a strong
their employment. ‘no-change’ message where child benefit is

concerned.157. If this Committee were to recommend that,
you would not have too much diYculty in agreeing

165. So why did it have to be moved fromDWP towith that recommendation.
Inland Revenue?(Sir John Bourn) I should have no diYculty at all.
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) On the machinery ofChairman: You might even assist us in writing

Government you should ask the Prime Ministerthe report.
rather than me.(Sir John Bourn) That is a pleasure I could not

decline. 166. Did Rachel ask you why it was being moved
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I shall be totally hands-oV across?

where the Treasury Minute is concerned. (Sir Nicholas Montagu) I suspect that probably
communications between Permanent Secretaries are158.May I ask about the TaxCredits Bill? The Tax
nearly as sacrosanct as those between PermanentCredits Bill includes provision for the transfer of
Secretaries and Ministers.child benefit from Work and Pensions to the Inland

Chairman: That line of questioning is a tiny bitRevenue. Could you just say something about what
unfair.that will entail? How it will work?

(Sir Nicholas Montagu) I hope it will work very
167. I was just curious that this new child tax creditwell. The child benefit centre of Work and Pensions

arrangement seemed to imply that it was beingis a highly professional organisation of some 2,000
turned into another form of tax credit. You arepeople operating out of Washington in the North
telling me that is not the case.East. It has regularly exceeded its targets. It provides
(Sir Nicholas Montagu) No.a first-rate service. The Prime Minister announced

last year that they would join us in April of next year 168. It is child benefit, it remains child benefit, it
at the time when we acquire responsibility for the will continue to be called child benefit and it will
new tax credits. Certainly a lot of us are doing a great continue to be paid as a benefit not a tax credit.
deal to ensure that the merger goes smoothly. We are (Sir NicholasMontagu) Yes. I am grateful for your
talking with the trade unions, we are talking direct protection, Chairman. I think, again going carefully,
to them. that you will find what the Prime Minister and the

Chancellor and the Secretary of State have said is159. That whole payment centre is moving across
essentially in terms of streamlining and bringingunder your aegis. Is that right?
together the diVerent types of support for families(Sir Nicholas Montagu) Yes; absolutely. For
with children. The new children’s tax credit willexample, a month ago I was up in Durham at their
subsume the children’s element in job seeker’sspring school, together with myDirector of National
allowance and income support as well as that inServices who is Stephen’s opposite number for

national services and under whom they will come. working families’ tax credit.
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169. It is merely the case that the organisation Chairman: Thank you very much, Mr Bacon and

thank you Sir Nicholas and your colleagues. Oncewhich is administering any tax credits is also the body
which pays child benefit. again your virtuoso performance has made even the

Inland Revenue’s Appropriation Accounts 2000–01(Sir Nicholas Montagu) That seems to be the
interesting.emphasis which Ministers have given in their

speeches. (Sir Nicholas Montagu) They are a riot every year.
Chairman: Thank you very much. Order, order.

APPENDIX 1

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Inland Revenue

Question 119: Could you give us a note about the structure of this compliance unit and how many people work
on employer compliance and how many work on compliance by individuals?

Structure

The Department’s Employer Compliance activity is structured around two customer groups:

— Very large employers are the responsibility of the Large Business OYce Employer Compliance
teams, based in 12 locations across the UK. These teams carry out compliance reviews of those
employers with more than 1,000 employees and/or those with geographically dispersed locations.

— All other employers are the responsibility of 70 geographically based Area Employer Compliance
Units spread throughout the UK.

Area Units Large Business OYce Teams
2000–01 2001–02 2000–01 2001–02

StaV in post 2,650* 2,650 233 230
Reviews 29,707 39,166 282 297

* Estimated average: 2000–01 was the year in which Employer Compliance was restructured and this
resulted in some staV fluctuation.

As part of the restructuring of Employer Compliance following the merger with Contributions Agency,
specialist Employer Compliance Investigation posts were created in the Area Employer Compliance Units.
These posts were created to reflect the fact that some Employer Compliance reviews involve substantial, time-
consuming investigative work beyond that normally undertaken. One of the areas identified specifically as
likely to be within the scope of these staVwas collusive employers. Presently there are approximately 195 staV

deployed to this specialist work.

Reviews

Employer Compliance staV are responsible for ensuring that employers are complying with their statutory
obligations regarding, tax, NICs, Tax Credits, Statutory Payments and Student Loans. The Employer
Compliance review achieves this in a number of ways by:

— undertaking a number of standard,mandatory checks designed to test the veracity of the employer’s
records (which are extended should any reveal anything untoward);

— scrutinising the employer’s records to identify entries/anomalies requiring investigation/
explanation;

— reviewing more widely the context of the employer’s business and its records, including where
appropriate discussion with the employer and employees;

— having full regard to all relevant information available; and

— scrutinising in-depth those aspects identified as areas of risk during the risk assessment.
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Mandatory Checks Include Checks on Tax Credits

Employer fraud and collusive employers are not confined to Tax Credits. If fraud is present in Tax Credits
it is quite likely to be present in other areas as well. The Employer Compliance review enables anomalies that
may be indicative of fraud/collusion to be identified and investigated.

Risk Assessment

Cases for review are selected in two ways. A small but statistically valid sample (around 4 per cent) is
selected at random. The remainder are selected following risk analysis performed at both national and local
level. Where an employer has been authorised to pay Tax Credits this will be a feature of the risk analysis.
The degree of risk presented by a particular employer will have regard to all factors relating to the employer
and the weighting given to Tax Credits will vary from case to case.

Individuals

The Inland Revenue tackles non-compliance by individual applicants through central units within the Tax
Credit OYces in Preston and Northern Ireland, called the Compliance Co-ordination Units and through
around 30 teams of investigators in local oYces across the UK.

TheCompliance Co-ordinationUnits are staVed by about 240 people, most of whomcarry out risk analysis
and support functions, such as preparing information packages for investigators and calculating revised
awards where non compliance has been found. About 25 people in these units carry out enquiries where face
to face contact is not necessary.

The 30 local oYce teams have in total 260 investigators. They carry out enquiries where face to face contact
with the applicant is necessary, for example where it appears that the applicant has not disclosed the existence
of a partner or where a self-employed applicant appears to have understated their income.

Inland Revenue

June 2002
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